Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In as far as Information Science is concerned, self-citations are deemed a natural, regular and indispensable part of scientific communication, since they reflect the continuous and cumulative nature of the research process (Pichappan and Sarasvady [@CR24]). However, in evaluative bibliometrics, self-citations are often regarded as distortions that affect the validity of citations as measures of scientific impact (Schubert et al. [@CR27]) on the grounds that they do not reveal anything about the impact of a work beyond their own producers. In this sense, self-citations are sometimes condemned as a potential means for artificially inflating citation rates and thus strengthening the author's own position in the scientific community (Glänzel et al. [@CR8]). Depending on the purposes of the bibliometric studies, they are frequently excluded in the calculation of specific indicators (van Leeuwen et al. [@CR30]). In the case of brand new indicators such as the h-index or the g-index, a huge debate has been raised on whether or not self-citations should be excluded (Hirsch [@CR14]; Schreiber [@CR25], [@CR26]).

According to Lawani ([@CR18]), self-citations can be classified in two main "genera". On the one hand, the so-called synchronous self-citations, which are the self-citations an author *gives*; and on the other, diachronous self-citations, which are those an author *receives*. This study will focus on the latter, since our major concern is the influence of self-citations on the total citations received and their potential distorting effect on the value of citations as a measure of impact.

There are numerous studies on self-citations in available literature, which deal with different aspects of the topic and focus on different units of analysis. It is possible to study the citations received by a given country from the country itself (country self-citations), those received by a given institution from its own scientists (institution self-citation) (Eto [@CR5]; Iribarren-Maestro [@CR16]; Hellsten et al. [@CR12]) or we can study how often a journal is cited by its own publications (journal self-citations) (Leydesdorff [@CR19]), being an important issue as it can be used to manipulate the impact factor of journals (Krauss [@CR17]; Frandsen [@CR7]).

Self-citations at the document level are usually defined as citations in which the citing and the cited documents have at least one author in common. In other words, a self-citation occurs whenever the set of co-authors of the citing paper and that of the cited one are not disjoint, i.e., when such sets share at least one author (Snyder and Bonzi [@CR28]; Aksnes [@CR1]; Glänzel et al. [@CR11]).

This paper focuses on the study of self-citations at the individual level. For its calculation, two different approaches may be used (Glänzel et al. [@CR8]):Author Self-citations: a direct self-citation for a researcher A occurs whenever A is also co-author of a paper citing a publication by A; or, in other words, those self-citations that one researcher receives from him/herself.Total Self-citations or self-citations at the *document level*: all those citations that a document receives from its authors. It is important to note that under this approach, self-citations embrace a wider concept which includes both author self-citations and co-author self-citations.

Is it necessary to suppress self-citations in bibliometric studies? To address this question the level of aggregation of the units of analysis is an important issue that should be borne in mind. At country level, Glänzel and Thijs ([@CR9]) suggest that there is no especial need for excluding self-citations as they do not represent a major problem. At the meso level, Aksnes ([@CR1]) argues in favour of suppressing self-citations; he recommends that the potential effects of self-citations should be carefully considered before using citations as indicators of scientific impact.

At the individual level, the calculation of bibliometric indicators is a very complex and controversial endeavour (Costas and Bordons [@CR3]). The role of self-citations at this level and their potential effects on citation-based indicators are crucial topics that need to be analysed.

Objectives {#Sec2}
==========

The main objective of this study is to contribute to the understanding of the role of self-citations in the communication process with especial emphasis on the micro-level. For that purpose, a comparison between different approaches in the calculation of self-citations at the individual level (author self-citations, co-author self-citations and total self-citations) has been carried out.

The role of author and co-author self-citations and their relation with different research performance indicators are analysed to shed some light on the behaviour of self-citations on the communication process. Different questions are addressed, such as: is it necessary to suppress self-citations at the micro level? What are the differences between suppressing total self-citations or author self-citations? Could this decision affect scientists differently? Results in two different scientific fields are presented and discussed.

Methodology and data {#Sec3}
====================

This study focuses on the research activity of 715 permanent scientists working at the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) in the fields of Biology and Biomedicine (388 scientists) and Material Science (327 scientists).[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} The scientific output of scientists during the 1994--2004 period has been obtained from the Web of Science. Documents published by scientists in research stays in foreign centres were also tracked and included in the study.

All articles, notes, reviews and letters have been considered in the analysis and all documents were assigned to scientific fields considering the scientific area of the researchers. Total counting of documents was used and documents published in collaboration by scientists from two different fields were assigned equally to both research fields.

Main characteristics of researchers {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------

Personal data of scientists were obtained from a personnel list provided by CSIC's Department of Human Resources including specific data for each scientist: year of birth, number of years employed at the CSIC, scientific category and scientific field (Biology and Biomedicine/Material Sciences).

Permanent scientists at CSIC belong to one of the following three scientific professional categories, organised in a hierarchical structure: Tenured Scientists (352 scientists, 49%), which is the basic scientific rank; Research Scientists (185, 26%); and Research Professors (178, 25%), which is the highest scientific category for a scientist at the institution.

Researchers were also classified considering their scientific performance, following the methodology suggested by Costas and Bordons ([@CR4]) and Costas ([@CR2]). This classification of researchers is based on a balanced combination of three scientific dimensions, including a production dimension, a second dimension based on observed impact and a third dimension regarding international visibility. Following this approach, researchers were classified in Top Class, Medium Class and Low Class, where the Top Class includes those researchers with a high performance rate in at least two of the three dimensions, Medium Class researchers present a medium performance rate in two of the three dimensions, and Low Class researchers show low performance rates in at least two of the three dimensions under review.

Bibliometric indicators {#Sec5}
-----------------------

For each researcher, standard CWTS indicators (Moed et al. [@CR21]; van Leeuwen et al. [@CR30]) were obtained: P (total number of documents), C + sc (total citations including self-citations, with a variable citation window), CPP (Citations per Publication), Median Impact Factor of the publication journals, %HCP (% of Highly-Cited Papers) and h-index (Hirsch [@CR14]).

Special mention is due to indicators of self-citations, shown below, and collaboration measures, included to verify the relationship between self-citations and collaboration previously described (Aksnes [@CR1]; Glänzel and Thijs [@CR10]).*Indicators of self*-*citations*

For every scientist three main measures of self-citations were obtained:"Total self-citations", i.e., the total number of self-citations (document level) that all the documents produced by a researcher have received."Author self-citations", these are the citations that one author receives from his/her own documents."Co-author self-citations", these are the citations that one author receives from his/her co-authors in the cited document. This indicator is obtained by subtracting the number of "Author self-citations" from the "Total number of self-citations":
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                \begin{document}$$ {\text{Co-authorself-citations}} = {\text{ Total self-citations }}-{\text{ Author self-citations}} $$\end{document}$$Finally, the total number of "External Citations", i.e., those citations produced by researchers different from the authors of the cited paper, were also calculated.*Indicators of Scientific Collaboration*

Concerning collaboration, different indicators were calculated at document and at individual level:Average number of authors and centres per document;Scope of collaboration, documents were classified in one of the following categories according to the scope of collaboration:No collaboration, i.e., documents produced by a single centre.National collaboration, when two or more centres from the same country are involved.International collaboration, when two or more centres from different countries are involved.Total co-authors, it refers to the total number of different co-authors of a given researcher, considering his/her whole scientific output.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

First, a description of the two fields analysed is presented as a general framework, and results about the chronological evolution and temporal trends of self-citations are shown. The second part focuses on the analysis of self-citations from the individual perspective.

The total output published by CSIC scientists amounts to 18,937 documents; which have received a total of 254,264 citations and 66,593 self-citations (26%). A total of 15,394 documents (81%) included citations, while 12,682 (67%) had at least one self-citation.

Analysis of self-citations at the document level {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------

The bibliometric description of the two fields under analysis is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Biology and Biomedicine obtains lower percentages of self-citations and non-cited documents, as well as higher rates of CPP and external citations per document. Inter-field differences were statistically significant (*p* \< 0.05).Table 1Bibliometric description of scientific fieldsFieldPCTot. Self-cit.%Self-cit.Cited docs.%Non-cited docs.CPPSelf-cit./doc.External cit.Ext. cit./doc.%Ext citBiology and biomedicine93051772953855021.74772516.9819.054.1413874514.9178.26Material sciences9644770122805636.43767820.397.992.91489565.0863.57

The evolution of self-citations over time and their relationship with different measures of research performance, such as impact and collaboration are explored in the following paragraphs.

### Temporal evolution of self-citations {#Sec8}

The temporal evolution of self-citations and external citations has been analysed considering the number of years since documents were published (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Temporal evolution of the percentage of self-citations and external citations by scientific field

According to Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, self-citations are more common during the first years following publication, decreasing as time goes by, while external citations are less frequent during the first years following publication and they increase as documents get older. Inter-field differences are evident: documents in Biology and Biomedicine receive from very early stages more external citations than self-citations, while for Material Sciences it is only after the second year following publication that external citations are more frequent than self-citations.

### Relationship of citations and impact factor with self-citations {#Sec9}

Measuring to what extent self-citations might be decisive in the high number of citations received by some documents is an important aspect that should be dealt with. Our results suggest that self-citations do not play a very decisive role, since documents with more citations tend to present proportionally fewer self-citations, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This is consistent with the conclusions of previous studies (Aksnes [@CR1]).Fig. 2Percentage of self-citations according to the number of citations

Not only the share of self-citations tends to decrease for the highest cited documents, but also for those published in the highest impact factor journals. As a general pattern shared by the two fields analysed we observe that the percentage of self-citations decreases as the impact factor increases (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, this is not due to a real decline in the raw number of self-citations (actually it grows as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}-right-) but to a higher rate of growth of external citations.Fig. 3Citations, self-citations and external citations by impact factor

As the impact factor of journals rises, an upward trend in the number of references and citations per document is observed, while the number of pages remains stable. This means that documents in high impact factor journals are more densely documented (longer references lists) and produce a stronger impact on their community (high number of citations), which is not accomplished at the expense of self-citations.

### Collaboration analysis {#Sec10}

The role of self-citations in the higher impact described for collaborative documents (see for example Persson et al. [@CR23]) is analysed hereunder. Although some authors suggest that this stronger impact could be due to a higher rate of self-citations (Herbertz [@CR13]) supported by the higher number of authors in documents produced in collaboration, Glänzel and Thijs recently concluded that co-authorship has a strong effect on external citations, but only a moderate effect on self-citations (Glänzel and Thijs [@CR10]). In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that as the number of authors and centres increases, the number of external citations and self-citations also rises; and the growth of external citations is much higher than that of self-citations. A feature that is especially clear in Biology and Biomedicine, where an additional author results in an increase of 0.5 self-citations and three external citations.Fig. 4Mean values of self-citations and external citations by number of authors and centres per document

In the case of international collaboration, when compared with the rest of documents, a higher citation rate is observed. As Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows, documents produced in international collaboration present a higher number of total citations. In fact, both the number of external citations and self-citations are higher for internationally co-authored documents than for those nationally co-authored or with no collaboration at all (*p* \< 0.05). Interestingly enough, internationally co-authored documents present a higher number of authors and centres per document (*p* \< 0.001) and a higher percentage of self-citations in the two fields under study (*p* \< 0.05), a fact that might contribute to their higher citation rates.Table 2Self-citations by scientific field and type of collaborationFieldType of collaborationNo. citations/document%Self-citationsTotal citationsExternal citationsSelf-citationsBiology and biomedicineNo collaboration (3170)17.88 ± 37.31\
714.32 ± 34.08\
53.56 ± 5.34\
228.80 ± 27.34\
22.45National collaboration (2977)16.2 ± 32.99\
712.68 ± 29.76\
43.51 ± 5.19\
230.94 ± 28.28\
25International collaboration (3168)22.91 ± 51.8\
1017.59 ± 44.77\
65.32 ± 9.05\
334.26 ± 27.31\
29.41Total (9318)19.05 ± 41.74\
814.91 ± 36.94\
54.14 ± 6.85\
231.39 ± 27.72\
25Material SciencesNo collaboration (2852)7.48 ± 17.98\
34.77 ± 14.53\
12.71 ± 4.78\
144.32 ± 35.00\
40National collaboration (2664)7.5 ± 13.82\
34.75 ± 10.71\
22.75 ± 4.42\
144.58 ± 34.15\
41.18International collaboration (4144)8.65 ± 17.37\
45.5 ± 14.1\
23.15 ± 4.91\
146.49 ± 34.39\
44.44Total (9660)7.99 ± 16.67\
35.08 ± 13.39\
22.91 ± 4.74\
145.32 ± 34.51\
42.33Data expressed as: mean ± SD, median

Analysis of self-citations at the individual level {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------

In this section, the units of analysis are scientists. Only those scientists with a total production greater or equal to the Percentile 10 of their area are included in the study (P10 = 8 documents for Biology and Biomedicine and P10 = 14 documents for Material Sciences). Research performance of scientists at the individual level is described by means of the same indicators calculated above for the description of the field at the meso level, and two new measures concerning self-citations (author self-citations and co-author self-citations) are included (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The percentages of external citations, author self-citations and co-author self-citations have been calculated for each researcher, considering the total number of citations received. Significant differences by field were found (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Research performance of individual scientists by scientific fieldFieldPCPP%Non-cited docs.%Self-citations%External citations%Author Self-citations%Co-author self-citationsBiology and biomedicine (353)30.61 ± 20.52\
2521.56 ± 17.58\
16.7314.8 ± 10.57\
13.3324.49 ± 11.03\
23.1375.51 ± 11.03\
76.8712.86 ± 9.54\
10.5711.63 ± 6.65\
10.59Material sciences (284)53.63 ± 37.22\
43.57.67 ± 5.38\
6.1734.15 ± 13.45\
32.239.84 ± 13.68\
38.0460.16 ± 13.68\
61.9621.3 ± 12.91\
18.3918.54 ± 9.61\
17.43Total (637)40.87 ± 31.32\
3315.37 ± 15.22\
10.8623.43 ± 15.33\
21.0531.33 ± 14.45\
29.5868.67 ± 14.45\
70.4216.62 ± 11.92\
13.7614.71 ± 8.79\
12.91Data expressed as: mean ± SD, medianFig. 5Percentage of self-citations and external citations (*left figure*) and author and co-author self-citations (*right figure*) by scientific field

No strong correlation between author and co-author self-citations is observed. Thus, for a given value of author self-citations, different values of co-author self-citations were found depending on the scientist. In other words, these two types of self-citations are not equally distributed among researchers (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6Correlations between author and co-author self-citations by scientific field

### Temporal evolution of self-citations at individual level {#Sec12}

Temporal evolution of external citations and self-citations---considering author and co-author self-citations separately---is shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7Temporal evolution of the percentage of author and co-author self-citations and external citations by scientific field

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows how author and co-author self-citations are more frequent during the first years following publication. However, it is important to note that author self-citations predominate over co-author self-citations, especially during the first 2--3 years following publication; thereafter both author and co-author self-citations tend to converge in both fields.

### Self-citations by professional category {#Sec13}

The professional category of scientists has been considered for the analysis of self-citations. In Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, we can see that there are no differences in the percentage of self-citations and external citations by category. In general terms, from said Figure we may conclude that scientists tend to receive more external citations (around 60--75%) than self-citations (around 20--40%) in all the professional categories and in both scientific fields under study.Fig. 8**a** Percentage of self-citations and external citations by scientific field and professional category. **b** Percentage of author and co-author self-citations by scientific field and professional category

However, when considering the two types of self-citations (author and co-author self-citations) differences among categories come to the fore. In this sense, Research Professors present the highest percentage of author self-citations while Tenured Scientists have the highest rate of co-author self-citations (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b). Statistical differences were observed between Tenured scientists and Research Professors (*p* \< 0.05).

### Self-citations by age {#Sec14}

Are there differences in the self-citation share of scientists according to their age? To address this question, scientists have been classified by age in three groups:"Younger": scientists aged 43 or below, that is the percentile 25 of the whole age distribution of scientists;"Medium": scientists aged between 44 and 56 (values between percentiles 25 and 75)."Older": scientists aged 56 or above (percentile 75).

Considering this classification, no differences in the percentages of self-citations and external citations by age were found (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a). However, Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b shows that younger scientists tend to have fewer author self-citations than co-author self-citations, while the opposite holds for medium and older scientists. Statistical differences were found between younger scientists and medium scientists (*p* \< .05) in the percentage of co-author self-citations.Fig. 9**a** Percentage of self-citations and external citations by scientific field and age. **b** Percentage of author and co-author self-citations by scientific field and age

### Self-citations by scientific class {#Sec15}

The classification of researchers as per their bibliometric performance (Costas [@CR2]) allows us to distinguish three scientific classes: Top, Medium and Low. The percentage of self-citations increases from Top to Low researchers (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a). The percentage of author self-citations also increases from Top to Low (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b). However, while co-author self-citations predominate over author self-citations for Top and Medium scientists, the latter are more frequent among Low class scientists. This could be related to their lower productivity and collaboration rates.Fig. 10**a** Percentage of self-citations and external citations by scientific field and scientific class. **b** Percentage of author and co-author self-citations by scientific field and scientific class

### Self-citations, impact and collaboration {#Sec16}

To gain insight on the role of author and co-author self-citations, their relationships with other indicators of the research performance of scientists are studied by means of factor analysis (variables normalised with the natural Logarithm). In both fields, Material Sciences and Biology and Biomedicine, three different components were obtained, which accounted for 80% of the total variance (Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). A global analysis of both areas is presented below, once similar patterns were found in each of the two areas when analysed separately.Table 4Factor analysis in material sciences and biology and biomedicineComponentInitial Eigen valuesRotation sums of squared loadingsTotal% of varianceCumulative %Total% of varianceCumulative %14.42840.25740.2574.08237.11037.11023.16228.74669.0043.16028.72365.83331.22711.15380.1561.57614.32380.15640.8317.55887.71450.5324.84092.55460.4614.18896.74270.1541.39798.13980.0910.82598.96490.0590.54099.504100.0480.43399.937110.0070.063100.000Total variance explainedTable 5Rotated component matrix in material sciences and biology and biomedicine

The first component reflects relative impact (high-factor loadings for CPP, %HCP and Median Impact Factor), the second is a quantitative-oriented component related to activity and impact in absolute terms (high-factor loadings of total number of documents---P-, total number of citations---C + sc-, h-index and the Total number of co-authors); and the third refers to collaboration patterns.

The share of author and co-author self-citations does not substantially contribute to the quantitative-oriented dimension. This notwithstanding, in Biology and Biomedicine the share of author self-citations shows a slight and positive contribution to this dimension, i.e., the share of author self-citations tends to grow with an increasing number of publications (data not shown).

The percentage of total self-citations and author self-citations are highly negatively correlated with the relative impact-oriented dimension in both fields. This is very interesting, since it means that self-citations do not play an important role in obtaining a high relative impact, which is accomplished by means of external citations.

Finally, the third dimension refers to collaboration patterns. The percentage of documents in collaboration and the total number of co-authors contribute to this dimension together with the percentage of co-author self-citations. Thus, the share of co-author self-citations tends to grow for the most collaborative scientists.

### Influence of self-citations on the position of scientists in the ranking by CPP {#Sec17}

Do self-citations significantly influence the average CPP values of scientists? As Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows, a strong correlation is found between CPP+sc (with self-citations), CPP−sc (all self-citations suppressed) and CPP−asc (only author self-citations suppressed) in both fields when analysed at the individual level.Fig. 11Correlations between different CPP scores (individual level). *Note*: *CPP* citations per publication, *CPP* *+* *sc* CPP (unsuppressed self-citations), *CPP − sc* CPP (all self-citations suppressed), *CPP − asc* CPP (author self-citations suppressed)

However, could self-citations influence the position of scientists in the ranking by CPP? To address this question the position of the researchers in the ranking by CPP + sc, by CPP − sc and by CPP − asc were compared. Our findings show that the position of scientists in the CPP rankings may change significantly in one field depending on whether or not self-citations are suppressed (Wilcoxon test in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}).Table 6Wilcoxon test for the ranks of researchers by CPP + sc and CPP − scFieldRanking by CPP + sc vs ranking by CPP − scRanking by CPP − asc vs ranking by CPP + scBiology and biomed.Z−1.606^a^−1.247^b^Asymp. sig. (2-tailed)0.1080.212Material sciencesZ−3.838^a^−2.391^b^Asymp. sig. (2-tailed)0.0000.017^a^Based on negative ranks^b^Based on positive ranksWilcoxon signed Rank testRankings for these results are based on integer values of CPP

According to the Wilcoxon test (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}), in Biology and Biomedicine there are not statistically significant differences in the position of scientists in the ranking by CPP, regardless of the calculation method used (suppressing all self-citations, author self-citations or retaining them all). However, the type of calculation seems to be more decisive in Material Sciences, in which significant differences are found according to the method used. It is interesting to remark that scientists in the first half of the CPP rankings are less influenced by the type of calculation than those at the bottom of the list. In Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} the average difference between researchers' position in two different CPP rankings: a) the CPP + sc and the CPP − asc rankings; and b) the CPP + sc and the CPP − sc, is shown by quartiles. According to this figure, Material Sciences scientists in Quartiles 3 and 4 of the CPP + sc ranking are the ones who show the most significant change in their positions when self-citations are suppressed.Fig. 12Inter-ranking comparison of the position of scientists (by quartiles)

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

Given the cumulative nature of the production of new knowledge, self-citations constitute a natural part of the communication process. Scientists build upon their own results and self-citations represent the use of prior results in the present research. However, in research policy, citations are used as a measure of the impact of research and from this viewpoint self-citations may be considered as a source of distortion.

Different studies conclude that there is no reason for suppressing self-citations at the macro level (Glänzel et al. [@CR11], [@CR8]; Glänzel and Thijs [@CR9]) while their potential effects at the meso level may be more significant (Thijs and Glänzel [@CR29]). On the other hand, their influence at the micro level has been analysed to a lesser degree.

Some features of self-citations at the meso level {#Sec19}
-------------------------------------------------

At the meso level, some of the results obtained in this study are consistent with those described in earlier studies.Number of citations and self-citations by field. Inter-field differences in the presence and behaviour of self-citations are explored in this paper. Biology and Biomedicine presents a higher number of citations and self-citations per document than Material Sciences. This is consistent with the higher density of citations (higher *FCSm*) described for Biology and Biomedicine when compared with those for Material Sciences at the international level (Aksnes [@CR1]). In fact, Material Sciences outruns Biology and Biomedicine as an applied discipline in terms of the research level of their journals (Morillo et al. [@CR22]) and a higher density of citations has been described for basic fields as compared to applied ones (van Raan [@CR32]).Self-citations rate. Biology and Biomedicine presents a lower percentage of self-citations than Material Science. Inter-field differences in the share of self-citations have been described elsewhere and attributed to field variation in citation norms, the extent of cumulative work, and the scope of the field (Aksnes [@CR1]). The fact that scientists in Material Sciences show higher individual productivity than those in Biology and Biomedicine (Costas [@CR2]) might also contribute to this field's higher self-citation rate, since scientists have more recent publications of their own to cite.Temporal evolution of self-citations. A faster ageing of self-citations as compared to all citations has been observed in the two fields analysed in this paper. This temporal evolution of self-citations was described for science in the whole world (Schubert et al. [@CR27]) and for different countries (Aksnes [@CR1]) and disciplines (Glänzel et al. [@CR11]). Different underlying reasons for the faster ageing of self-citations can be mentioned. Firstly, scientists themselves are the first ones in using their new findings (self-citations) and only after a period of time has elapsed, their findings are assumed by others in the scientific community (Hellsten et al. [@CR12]). Moreover, different authors suggest that self-citations constitute a means of advertising and disseminating one's own recent work (Medoff [@CR20]; Fowler and Aksnes [@CR6]).The inter-field differences found in the temporal evolution of self-citations are one of this paper's interesting results. Thus, within the first year following publication, half of the citations received by Material Science documents are self-citations, while this percentage is below 30% in Biology and Biomedicine. Interestingly, the percentage of self-citations ten years after publication decreases to 20% in both fields. According to Glänzel et al. ([@CR11]), self-citations become quite stable 3--4 years after the publication of documents. In our study, this was the case in Biology and Biomedicine, whilst stable values in Material Sciences were obtained much later. Again, differences among fields in the process of production of new knowledge and reporting practices (Hyland [@CR15]), including the ageing rate of literature---which is faster in Biology than in Material Sciences---, may contribute to explain this finding.Number of citations and self-citations rises with collaboration. In our study, both the number of external citations and the number of self-citations tend to increase as the number of authors/centres involved grows, but the number of external citations increases at a faster rate. This upholds the results of other authors (Aksnes [@CR1]) leading to the conclusion that multi-authorship increases above all the probability to be cited by others (Glänzel and Thijs [@CR10]). Our results show a higher self-citation rate for internationally co-authored documents, a finding that could be related to the higher number of authors and centres involved in these documents, but might not play a relevant role as an "impact amplifier" (van Raan [@CR31]).The percentage of self-citations dwindles as the observed impact (citations/document) and the expected impact (impact factor of publication journals) of document increase. This is an interesting finding which suggests that self-citations do not play an important role in the citation rates attained by the highest-cited documents.

Self-citations at the individual level {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------

The study of self-citations and their relationship with other indicators of research performance at the micro level provides interesting data on the behaviour of the different types of self-citations.

Differences between author and co-author self-citations become apparent. Author self-citations tend to grow, although very slightly, with productivity, probably because very productive scientists have more potential documents to be cited, while co-author self-citations tend to grow very clearly for the most collaborative scientists. A high number of different authors is not always linked to high percentages of co-author self-citations but the link does exist when the percentage of collaboration increases too. Our explanation is that in the latter case different research teams are usually involved (multi-centre documents), and they sometimes collaborate but also work on their own. Therefore, joint-publications can be then cited separately by the different teams involved, resulting in co-author self-citations.

Should we suppress self-citations from citation-based indicators? Our results show that self-citations do not contribute largely to boost the absolute number of citations or the average number of citations per document at the individual level. In fact, high values of relative impact are mainly due to external citations. From this viewpoint, self-citations do not invalidate the use of citations for identifying highly cited scientists.

However, we have observed that scientists in the second half of the CPP ranking may significantly change their positions therein depending on whether or not self-citations are suppressed. Suppressing self-citations is more likely to influence scientists with low CPP values, maybe because they are the ones with the bigger share of self-citations. Therefore, suppressing self-citations could be more adequate for comparing scientists, especially if those with low citation rates are involved.

On the other hand, authors could try to boost their citation rate by self-citing their own documents, but they do not have any control on co-author self-citations. Since the latter are less exposed to manipulation, suppressing only author self-citations---which do not affect all scientists alike---can be an interesting alternative in research assessment exercises.

According to the results presented in this study, external citations and self-citations play specific roles in the scientific communication process. While external citations are the most relevant for evaluative purposes, author and co-author self-citations also provide interesting information concerning the transfer of knowledge.*External citations* measure the impact of research beyond the original producers. For evaluative purposes, these citations are the most reliable measure of impact, since they are independent from the producers of the new knowledge, and they can hardly be manipulated.*Author self-citations* are very important in the normal process of scientific communication, as scientists need to refer to their previous results as a sign of continuity in their research line. Although scientists may increase their total citation rate by means of author self-citations (manipulative practices), it is not possible to attain high citation rates based only on self-citations. In any event, it is desirable to monitor author self-citations shares and advise against extremely high figures. There are some exceptional situations such as working in new emerging fields or in very narrow or specialized fields in which high rates are justified.*Co-Author self-citations* represent the transfer of knowledge among those who produced the original knowledge. It is highly related to the collaborative capacity of researchers, since it tends to grow with the number of collaborators. Collaboration among different teams which also do research on their own may result in an increase of co-author self-citations. For evaluative purposes, they are not as relevant as external citations, but provide meaningful information. Scientists can be advised against author self-citations, but they do not have any control on co-author self-citations.

As a general recommendation for analysts of bibliometric results, the indicator "percentage of self-citations" sometimes presented in reports at the micro-level should always be explained carefully, especially if this measure is prone to be used for detecting anomalous behaviours or endogamy in the self-reference practices of authors. According to our results, indicators of self-citations based on the total self-citations (document level approach) could lead to the notion that individual researchers (or even groups) are responsible for more self-citations than they actually are (especially younger researchers). In this sense, only author self-citations (excluding co-author self-citations) should be considered for evaluation committees if they want to identify unseemly behaviours.

Finally, it is important to note that papers dealing with self-citations at the micro level should mention the methodology used for its calculation: do they refer to total self-citations or to author self-citations? Including both author and co-author self-citations may provide additional information useful not only for research policy purposes, but also to gain insight into the communication process in the research field.
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